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Highly efficient solar seawater desalination with environmentally friendly hierarchical porous carbons derived from halogen-containing polymers†

Fenghua Liu, Lijian Wang, Robert Bradley, Binyuan Zhao* and Weiping Wu †

Desalination of seawater using solar energy is a promising solution to the global freshwater shortage. Ultrahigh surface area (up to 1740 m² g⁻¹) hierarchical porous carbons (HPC) have been prepared by the carbonization of precursors derived from the room temperature dehalogenation of low cost, widely available polyvinyl chloride (PVC) with simple, low cost, environmentally friendly processes. The broad hierarchical pores (from 2 nm to 20 μm) facilitate and ensure fast water and vapor transportation. Flexible photothermal steam generation devices were successfully fabricated with these hierarchical porous carbons on hydrophilic ultrathin (200 μm) paper. An evaporation rate record of 7.87 kg m⁻² h⁻¹ and high energy conversion of 95.8% have been obtained under the concentrated solar intensity of 5 kW m⁻². Our research leads to a new approach to converting halogenated plastics into environmentally friendly and useful porous carbon materials by simple, low-cost processes. It establishes and validates the concept of creating a sustainable and economic pathway to simultaneously recycle halogenated polymers, harvest solar energy and produce clean freshwater.

Introduction

Freshwater and clean energy are critical resources for the future of the planet. Due to the pressures of growing populations and climate changes, the supply of fresh water is becoming an increasingly severe problem. Seawater desalination is known as an effective way to solve the shortage of freshwater resources in the world. Recently, solar vapor generation using free, renewable energy to achieve efficient seawater desalination has been recognized as a very valuable potential idea to solve the problem of the shortage of freshwater resources. Optimized thermal management and water supply can greatly enhance the energy conversion efficiency. To this end, various materials were investigated by researchers. Typical nanoparticles, silver, gold, and aluminium, together with nano metal oxides and carbide, which show remarkable plasmonic effect have good performance in absorbing the solar energy. Graphene, carbon-nanotubes, carbon sponge, graphdiyne, and carbon composite materials also have been studied. The key limiting factor of the absorption of light, the transmission of water and the escape of water vapour is the microstructure of these carbon materials.

Chlorine (Cl) is one of the most dangerous elements that induce environmental problems. The chlorine in organic compounds and polymers can be converted into inorganic acids and persistent toxic organic pollutants, such as dioxins accumulate in the food chain, causing several types of cancer. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), the second largest resin, is produced exceeds 50 million tonnes per year globally. Pure PVC consists of 57% chlorine by weight, chlorine in PVC makes green recycling of PVC be more difficult, expensive and incompatible with the recycling of non halogen-containing plastics.

Conventional porous carbon materials usually have pore sizes in the range of 1 nm to 5 nm. So far there had been very little understanding on how pore sizes will influence the solar vapour generation performances, or if there is any mass transfer upper limit, mainly due to the difficulties of producing porous black materials with larger pores. Despite that many materials could realize satisfied solar-thermal conversion, the disadvantages especially of high cost (noble metals) and environmental hazards of many nanomaterials used, will largely limit the practical applications of these materials. Therefore, to develop...
high-efficiency photothermal conversion materials that are inexpensive, environmentally and capable of large-scale applications is currently the biggest challenge.

Large pore sized carbon materials are ideal due to their high optical absorption over the broad spectrum of sunlight, and the unique structures to achieve better water supply balance and maximize water vapour escape. This becomes much more important when applying porous carbon materials in higher performance solar thermal devices or in systems designed for concentrated solar intensities. It has been well known that carbon fibers, carbon nanotubes and graphene could be prepared by using polymers which have long chain structure and high carbon density to promote aromatic cyclization with lower energy as the precursors. However, only oxygen-containing and nitrogen-containing polymers have been widely used as precursors for carbonization, polymers with halogen elements were rarely used for the preparation of high surface area carbon materials.

In this paper, we describe a new hierarchical porous carbon (HPC), prepared by mecanochemical dehalogenation of PVC at room temperature followed by low-temperature carbonization, for use in high-efficiency water vapour (steam) generation. As we all know, PVC waste has a very high risk to the environment. Fortunately, chlorine atoms can be removed with less energy by reacting with strong alkaline in halogenated polymers. We use polyvinyl chloride (PVC) as the raw material to produce the porous carbon and coated it on paper for the ultrathin solar absorber. We developed a simple method that enables complete dechlorination of PVC, and achieved high efficiency for solar generation by using this material. Thus, the newly developed dehalogenation process of halogenated polymers provides an inexpensive, simple, and environmentally friendly solution of producing desirable carbon materials at large scale.

Experimental section

Materials and chemicals

All chemicals and solvents in the experiments were of analytical grades. Sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride (CaCl₂), potassium chloride (KCl) and magnesium sulfate (MgSO₄), KOH, PVC, DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Air-laid paper was purchased from Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Deionized water with an electrical resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was generated from a TTL-30C Ultra-pure Water Generator.

Fabrication of HPC device

Typically, 1.00 g PVC, 1.68 g (30 mmol) KOH and 10 mL DMF were mixed together, followed by hand grinding for 10, 20, 30 and 40 minutes, and named HPC-1, HPC-2, HPC-3 and HPC-4, respectively. After that, the raw materials were transferred into a vacuum oven overnight at 70 °C for drying and then annealed at 700 °C under argon protection for 2 hours. Then, the products were hand ground again and then washed to be neutral. Finally, the HPC device can be prepared by filtration on the air-laid paper.

Characterizations

The SEM analysis was conducted by a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Sirion 200, 5 kV). The mesoporous and microporous structures were investigated using a field-emission transmission microscope (TEM, Talos F200X). The Raman spectra were detected using a dispersive Raman microscope (Senterra R200-L) with a 532 nm laser excitation. The X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were carried out on Kratos AXIS Ultra DLD. The FTIR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. The surface areas of the HPC samples were measured by a TriStar 3000 surface area analyser (Micromeritics) by nitrogen (N₂) adsorption Brunauer–Emmett–Teller ( BET) tests. The macropores features were detected by mercury intrusion porosimetry (Thermo Scientific Pascal 140/240). Thermo-gravimetric analyses (TGA) of HPC samples were performed by a thermo-gravimetric analyser (NETZSCH STA 449F3). The samples of about 5 mg were heated in the air with temperature range from 40 °C to 910 °C at the heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹. The optical spectra (reflection and transmission) of the HPC samples were measured from 250 nm to 2500 nm by a UV-Vis NIR Spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda 750S, USA) equipped with an integrating sphere. The absorption was calculated by A = 1 – R – T, where A, R and T are the absorption, the reflection and the transmission, respectively. The infrared mappings and the temperature distributions were captured by using an IR camera (MAG32, Magnity Electronics, China).

Solar evaporation tests

Simulated seawater (3.5 wt% NaCl) was prepared in a 100 mL glass beaker. A HPC device coated on a polystyrene foam was placed into the water which can float on the simulated seawater. The HPC device can cover almost the surface of the water and the edges were carefully sealed by polystyrene foam and aluminium foil to avoid the natural evaporation through the residual uncovered water surface. The collimated beam (diameter: 10 cm) was supplied by a solar simulator (Newport Oriel 94043 AAA). A piece of Fresnel lens (26 cm × 18 cm, focal length: 300 mm, OpticLens) was used to concentrate the sunlight beam. The solar light was measured and calibrated using an optical power meter (S310C, Thorlabs Inc.). The beaker with water and the HPC device were placed on an analytical balance, which can monitor the mass loss of water in real time.

Results and discussion

Morphologies and properties

The precursor for HPCs material can be obtained by mecanochemical grinding, illustrated in Fig. 1a (details showed in Experimental section). The preparation can be divided into two steps: dechlorination and carbonization. The dehalogenation and elimination chemical reactions, have been widely used in the synthesis of polymers, organic compounds and inorganic materials. The dechlorination process can be activated by applying mechanical stress, so that mecanochemical methods such as hand grinding, bead milling, neat grinding, liquid-
assisted grinding, kneading and ball milling can help the removal of the Cl element from the PVC effectively. The colour of the mixture containing DMF, KOH and PVC turned to yellow, then brown and finally black (Fig. S1, ESI†). The carbonization was performed at 700 °C under argon (Ar) atmosphere. Following that, the carbon materials were dispersed in water and coated on a piece of 200 μm think non-woven paper, to form the black, thin and porous surface served as the solar absorber.

The heat transportation behaviour of the HPC-paper solar energy vapour generation device is explained in Fig. 1b, and a photo is shown in Fig. 1c. The seawater can be quickly transported by air-laid paper to the top HPC layer which localized much solar energy. The dark and porous HPC can absorb solar energy very fast and its multi-porous structure with good hydrophilic also can absorb water from the bottom paper. When the water reached the hot zone of the HPC layer, the water molecules can be heated and evaporated, and then finally collected.

The resultant HPC materials were subjected to microscopic characterizations. Fig. 2a–c exhibits a typical morphology image of HPC using scanning electron microscope (SEM), showing amorphous porous structures. From the SEM pictures, the porous structures can be revealed clearly, consisting of 200 nm to 2.5 μm intercommunicating pores and it can be clearly observed these connected porous structures are spread throughout the HPC materials.

The pore structure characteristics were further observed by transmission electron microscope (TEM). From Fig. 2d–f, it can be found that the HPC materials also have a partial mesoporous structure with the pore size below 50 nm. This macro and mesopores can be explained by the activation of the excessive KOH in the carbonization at high temperature (annealing, 700 °C), which can maximize the micropore content. In addition, the by-product KCl can further promote the expansion of the pore structure as hard-template. The HPC materials with hierarchical porous structure especially the abundant macroporous structure provide ideal channels for supplying water and vapour escape.

The surface area, pore size and distribution, are crucial for water evaporation, because the vapour generation happened on the interface between the water molecule and the air. The BET surface areas of the HPC samples with grinding time for 10 minutes (HPC-1), 20 minutes (HPC-2), 30 minutes (HPC-3) and 40 minutes (HPC-4) were 784 m² g⁻¹, 922 m² g⁻¹, 878 m² g⁻¹ and 1740 m² g⁻¹, respectively. More than 90% of the pore volume can be filled under a low gas pressure (about 0.05) shown in Fig. 3a. Most of the HPC samples have absorption volume of 0.4–0.48 cm³ g⁻¹ (HPC-1/2/3), while the absorption volume of HPC-4 reached as high as 1.05 cm³ g⁻¹. The N₂ adsorption/desorption strip for HPC adopted a type I adsorption/desorption isothermal, indicating that the pore structure was dominated by microporous structure which also reflected by the nearly coincident adsorption/desorption distributions. The calculated pore size distribution indicated that the samples mainly consisted of the average size of 2.1 nm to 2.4 nm. The HPC was also tested with mercury intrusion porosimetry considering the presence of macropores. As Fig. S2† shows, the total pore volume 4320 mm³ g⁻¹ (4.32 cm³
g⁻¹), is compatible with BET results. The results of the mercury intrusion test indicate that the average pore diameter is about 1.7 μm, and the modal pore diameter is about 20 μm. The large specific surface areas and abundant hierarchical pores could enable faster photothermal energy capture, and greatly increase the sites and channels to generate water vapour.

The chemical states of the polymer-dehalogenation-induced carbon HPC were distinguished by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). Fig. 3b displays the XPS spectra of HPC. Strong C 1s (285 eV) and O 1s (532 eV) peaks were observed, and a weak signal of N 1s (401 eV) was detected (Fig. S3a, ESI†). The surface chemical element composition also can be derived from the XPS results (Fig. S3b, ESI†), the amount of carbon (C) is about 91%, oxygen (O) is about 7.3% and the nitrogen (N) atoms is about 1.5% in HPC-1/3/4 and one exception is the oxygen (O) showed a certain increase reached about 12% in HPC-2. The nitrogen element is derived from the solvent dimethylformamide (DMF) and is incorporated and doping into the product HPC during dechlorination and carbonization. There is no Cl element detected. In Fig. 3c, the curve-fitted XPS spectrum of sample HPC-4 demonstrated that the content of sp²-hybridized graphitic carbon (C–C) accounted for over 55 at%. The presence of O-/N-dopants (≈26% C–O and ≈15.7% C–N) in the HPC could enhance the hydrophilic properties.

The peaks in FTIR spectra (Fig. 3d) for HPC show that after the dechlorination reaction, the stretching vibrations of O–H (around 3500 cm⁻¹), C=C–H (ca. 2901 cm⁻¹), C–H (ca. 2988 cm⁻¹), C=C (ca. 1700 cm⁻¹) and C–OH (1150 cm⁻¹) can be observed. In addition, the stretching vibrations of C=N (2210 cm⁻¹), C–N (1100 cm⁻¹) was also detected. The IR vibration signals from the C=C–H and C=C in the precursors affirmed the proposed chemical reaction mechanism, as shown in Scheme 1. A hydrogen atom and one halide atom knocked off from the PVC chain resulted in HCl that was removed by KOH. The dehalogenation reaction is one of the typical elimination reactions, that forms double conjugated bonds along the long polymeric chain. This mechanism explains why the dechlorination could be activated by mechanochemical methods with the polar solvent DMF at room temperature. The Raman spectrums of the HPC samples are demonstrated in Fig. S4.† The I₆/I₂ ratio decreases with the time increase of mechanochemical grinding, suggesting that the number of defects and disorder structures decrease. The thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) curve of the HPC shown in Fig. S5,† reveals the chemical
reactions between the precursor and the KOH. The weight loss of HPC was 84.07 wt% at 910 °C, which was possibly due to the thermal degradation of the carbon element. Due to the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups, the HPC exhibits strong hydrophilicity (shown in Video S1, ESI†). The results of XPS and infrared characterizations demonstrate the presence of oxygen-containing functional groups, making the material be hydrophilic. The hydrophilic HPC offers the possibility of rapid conduction of water, and the porous structure of which utilizes capillary action to smoothly conduct water to the evaporating hot zone. The hierarchical porous structure discretizes water clusters, which promotes localized interface evaporation.

Photothermal and water evaporation properties
The carbons with unique pore structures together with low optical reflectivity, optimal chemical and surface properties are ideal for solar vapour generation applications. In solar energy water vapour generation area, the absorption of solar energy in

Fig. 3 Typical characterization analysis of the HPC samples. (a) The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms. (b) The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of HPC samples. (c) The fitted C 1s peaks of XPS spectra of HPC-4 sample. (d) The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of HPCs.

Scheme 1 Two possible mechanisms of the dechlorination of vinyl chloride (PVC) by the strong alkaline reagent KOH. (a) The ionic and (b) the quasi-ionic mechanism for the elimination reaction.
a broad solar spectrum is a critical factor. The optical performance of the HPC was detected using an ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared (UV-Vis-NIR) spectrophotometer. As demonstrated in Fig. 4a, the sample HPC-4 with high (≥ 91%) light absorption in the visible and near-infrared regions (250–2500 nm) is higher than that of the samples HPC-1, HPC-2, HPC-3, which hand ground with shorter time (the reflectance showed in Fig. S6†). Normally, with the ground time increased, the light trapped in the HPC structure enhanced.

To characterize the performance of solar thermal evaporation, a series of experiments were performed under different solar light illumination using automatic recording software to record the evaporation of water and then calculated evaporation rates and energy conversion efficiencies. The experiments were carried on at room temperature of 28 °C and relative humidity of 43%. The illumination intensity ranged from 1 kW m⁻² (1 sun) to 5 kW m⁻² (5 suns) and all the experiments last at least for 60 minutes at the stable stage. The solar vapour generation curves under 1 sun of the paper and HPC-4 coated on paper samples are shown in Fig. 4b. Due to the presence of HPC, the evaporation rate (1.52 kg m⁻² h⁻¹) is significantly increased under normal sunlight (1 sun), which is about 2.3 times of air-laid paper (0.65 kg m⁻² h⁻¹) and 3 times of blank water. Fig. 4c shows the typical evaporation curves of HPC-4 sample under different solar illumination conditions and with the simulated solar energy increased, the evaporation rates increased remarkably, it reached 4.91 kg m⁻² h⁻¹ at 3 suns, almost 9.8 times of the blank water, and further increased to 7.87 kg m⁻².

Fig. 4 The performance of the solar vapour generation of the HPC samples. (a) The UV-Vis-NIR optical spectrum of HPC samples showing the good optical absorption over a wide solar spectra from 250 nm to 2500 nm. (b) The mass change vs. time curve of an HPC/paper device compared with the control experiment on the paper substrate. (c) The mass change vs. time curves of the HPC/paper device different solar intensities. (d) The change surface temperature of the device. (e) Sets of infrared (IR) camera photos illustrating the temperature and thermal energy distributions when the flexible HPC/paper device operated. The IR mapping photos were taken at 0 s, 15 s, 60 s, 120 s and 600 s, indicating that the thermal energy field built up much faster (within 60 seconds). The temperature increased dramatically both upon time and enhanced solar illuminations.
h^{-1} (15.7 times of the blank water evaporation rate) at 5 suns solar intensities. At nano/microstructure levels, the evaporation happens when the intermolecular bond between water molecules broke at the interfaces. With the absorbed solar energy increased, the evaporation rate will be enhanced, as being illustrated in Fig. 4c.

A fundamental question to answer is if the relatively small size of pores in carbon materials could limit the solar steam generation performances due to the limited capability of mass transfer. Therefore, a series of studies on the HPC device under different solar illumination have been executed, by mapping the temperature field to investigate solar thermal evaporation behaviour using an infrared camera. Fig. 4d shows the average temperature $T_{av}$ of the HPC layer versus time. At the beginning of the experiment, the average temperature $T_{av}$ of the HPC layer rises rapidly under simulated solar illumination and gradually stabilizes in a short time. According to the curves of the temperature–time, the temperatures of the HPC layer under 1 sun, 3 suns and 5 suns reach steady state at about 150 s, 120 s and 100 s, respectively. According to the experimental results, after only 60 seconds under solar illumination, $T_{av}$ of the HPC surface reached 43 °C, 65 °C and 78 °C, respectively. This is much faster than those were observed in previous experiments using carbons with smaller pores. The infrared mapping images in Fig. 4e reveals that the temperature of the HPC layer is significantly higher than the ambient temperature, indicating the solar energy localized in the HPC layer and little heat is diffused to the bulk water. The maximum temperature on the surface of the device reached as high as 85 °C under concentrated sunlight illumination.

In Fig. 5a, the evaporation rates under different solar illumination showed a linear growth as the increase of sunlight intensity with increasing sunlight intensity with a calculated evaporation rate ratio of 1.59. Energy conversion efficiency is one of the important evaluation indexes for characterizing HPC materials to achieve water evaporation. The solar steam conversion efficiency of the HPC device for solar energy water vapour generation was calculated (the details are shown in the Experimental section). The efficiencies of the HPC device were calculated to be 81.2%, 97.9%, and 95.8% at the solar density of 1 kW m$^{-2}$, 3 kW m$^{-2}$, and 5 kW m$^{-2}$ and together with previous reports summarized in Table 1. The energy conversion efficiency is gradually increased and the slope of the rise is about 3.65. Obviously, as the solar energy density increases, the conversion efficiency gradually increases. Since evaporation of water occurs at the interface, the local limitation of heat can effectively vaporize water near the interface. In addition, HPC has a certain hydrophilic ability, so water molecules are distributed at the interface in the form of clusters. Under low-intensity solar radiation, water clusters require longer energy accumulation to achieve evaporation. As energy increases, the rate of evaporation of water molecules increases, and the time required becomes shorter. The hierarchical porous structure, which delocalizes the water clusters, provides a convenient condition for water conduction and steam escape. However, when the energy is not strong, the absorbed water content is relatively large, the evaporation rate is slightly lower, and also the energy conversion efficiency is lower. As the input energy is increased, the efficiency is improved (the details of calculation showed in ESI 7†).

---

Fig. 5  (a and b) The energy efficiency, evaporation rate and stability of the devices, the linearity and stability confirm the effectiveness of large pores. (c) The salinity change between the original brine and the desalination water. (d) The salt rejection of the HPC for photothermal evaporation.
The macroporosity of the HPC allows satisfactory water inflow and vapour escape, and more importantly, as the sunlight increases, the escape of vapour and the supply from the bulk water can still be well matched. In contrast, the carbon with the structure of small-sized pores, as the sunlight increased, the evaporation rate does not increase linearly but appears saturated.\(^1\) The HPC devices are flexible, with carbons that have suitable pore structures which can absorb more sunlight energy for efficient evaporation and can easily achieve superior results over other novel materials.

A very impressive evaporation rate of 7.87 kg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\), with a high energy conversion rate 95.8%, have been achieved under 5 suns solar intensity. With the help of the thin, flexible HPC devices, the evaporation rate is as high as 15.7 times compared to the natural evaporation. Evaporation is one behavior that occurs at the interface, so it is easy to understand that a larger specific surface area can provide more active sites for interfacial evaporation of water, contributing to the rapid evaporation of water. Therefore, the increase in specific surface area will enhance the evaporation rate of water to some extent. The efficiency of the solar-vapour conversion (95.8%) is also higher than other excellent reports in this field (Table 1). The unique structures of the carbons with large pores are extremely important and critical here to achieve such high evaporation rate and efficiency. The existence of the hierarchical porous structure is more suitable for the solar vapour generation than materials with small-sized mesoporous structures only.\(^7\) As the intensity of solar increases, the energy conversion efficiency of HPC gradually increases and is not limited. The hierarchical pore structure contains more large pores, the water mass transfer is enhanced and much faster, therefore the water vapor generated at the hot spots everywhere can quickly escape the surface by the connected macroporous structure. Because of such an ideal structure, the energy conversion efficiency remains high at high intensity of solar energy. Fig. 5b demonstrates the cycling durability of the HPC device under various of sunlight irradiation. The high robustness indicates that the materials have great potential to build high performance concentrated solar thermal powered steam generation devices.

It can be seen that within ten cycles (60 minutes per cycle), the evaporation rate is not significantly reduced but remains stable which is due to the well-designed structure. We configured a high concentration of brine solution with calcium ions (9801 mg L\(^{-1}\)), potassium ions (1231 mg L\(^{-1}\)), magnesium ions (8113 mg L\(^{-1}\)) and sodium ions (11 013 mg L\(^{-1}\)) as an example. As shown in Fig. 5c, after the desalination, the ions concentration of the collected condensed water were reduced to 3.2 (Ca\(^{2+}\)), 2.71 (K\(^+\)), 4.02 (Mg\(^{2+}\)), 5.71 (Na\(^+\)) m g L\(^{-1}\), respectively. The desalination ability is superior to the membrane desalination methods. The salt removal rate reached above 99.5%, as shown in Fig. 5d. In addition, the HPC materials derived from the PVC which is highly polluting to the environment have been produced by a simple preparation process with low energy consumption. These excellent features will be very beneficial to practical applications in the field of photothermal evaporation.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we demonstrated a new concept of low cost, flexible, hierarchical porous carbon coated on air-laid paper photothermal devices for high-performance solar steam generation. The feasibility of preparing multi-stage porous carbon by the dechlorination of PVC polymers with the help of alkaline materials and at low temperature provides a new way to high-value utilization of recycled plastics. High BET (1740 m\(^2\) g\(^{-1}\)) and optimal hierarchical pore structures (with pores diameters widely spread over 2 nm to 20 \(\mu\)m) were achieved by the mechanochemical dehalogenation of PVC followed by carbonization. These non-traditional carbon materials are produced through the dehalogenation of polymers, and by an inexpensive, simple and environmentally friendly method. More importantly, the HPC devices exhibit very high absorption of solar energy over a broad spectrum that leads to photothermal conversion efficiency, implying a great potential for practical applications. Together with perfect thermal management, the flexible HPC devices represent a new route towards large-scale manufacture and high efficiency of photothermal steam generation. Under the solar intensity of 5 suns, the evaporation rate reached a record evaporation rate of 7.87 kg m\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\) and
energy conversion efficiency of 95.8%. This HPC materials with ideal hierarchical porous structures are attractive and promising for producing freshwater by evaporative desalination. This research will be useful and helpful for tackling the challenges of recycling and utilizing halogen-containing polymers, reducing the hazard pollutant chemicals such as dioxin. In view of the wide availability of the raw material PVC, this work will lead to large-scale production of new porous green carbon materials that are ideal for efficient solar desalination applications.
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